Alice Jansen: (3/9/2016 08:53) Welcome to the CCT-RT meeting! Please note that this meeting will be recorded. Chat sessions follow the ICANN expected standards of behavior - [http://tinyurl.com/2012ICANNStandards](http://tinyurl.com/2012ICANNStandards)

Alice Jansen: (09:04) We will be starting shorty.

Alice Jansen: (09:05) Hi Calvin - can you hear us ok?

Calvin Browne: (09:05) fine thanks

Alice Jansen: (09:05) excellent!

Calvin Browne: (09:13) <comment>my only problem with slack is more than 10000 messages requires a cost - as each press of the enter key is a message - adds up quickly</comment>

Alice Jansen: (09:14) hi Calvin - happy to relay your comment. Alternatively, we can add you to the queue - let us know your preference

Calvin Browne: (09:14) there's a queue?

Alice Jansen: (09:15) not yet - you'd be the first :-) Calvin Browne: (09:15) just at an appropriate time - I think we need to be aware of the per user cost.

Calvin Browne: (09:15) otherwise its a good tool

Calvin Browne: (09:32) <comment>if there is budget, I think we should try slack, the learning curve in my experience has been easy</comment>

Alice Jansen: (09:33) ok will relay

Eleeza Agopian: (09:40) wiki link: [https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Competition%2C+Consumer+Trust+and+Consumer+Choice](https://community.icann.org/display/CCT/Competition%2C+Consumer+Trust+and+Consumer+Choice)

Eleeza Agopian: (09:50) Calvin, are you on the competition groupo or the safeguards team?

Calvin Browne: (09:55) Have not been allocated to one yet

Eleeza Agopian: (09:55) Do you have a preference?

Eleeza Agopian: (09:55) Competition and consumer choice vs. Safeguards and consumer trust

Calvin Browne: (09:56) Safeguards and Trust

Calvin Browne: (09:56) is there a remote access for that one?

Eleeza Agopian: (09:57) yes though it's a dial-in. I don't think we have an adobe connect room.

Eleeza Agopian: (09:57) if you private message me your phone number I can have Alice or Pamela dial ouut to you.
Calvin Browne: (09:57) ok
Calvin Browne: (09:58) +27 xxxxxxxxxx
Eleeza Agopian: (09:58) thank you.
Calvin Browne: (09:58) can give that a bash
Eleeza Agopian: (09:58) Pamela is sending you the info via email
Calvin Browne: (09:58) perfect
Calvin Browne: (09:59) thanks for the support
Eleeza Agopian: (09:59) absolutely
Jordyn A. Buchanan: (10:16) https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Q2ysApw-fHT9yPOo4oXEU1KXwVdF5hPKoszACUuJeOE/edit#
Margie Milam: (11:00) we are taking a break until 11:30
Pamela Smith: (11:34) Thanks, everyone. We are coming back in just a few moments.
21Knowledge Morocco: (11:35) Hi
21Knowledge Morocco: (11:35) is the meeting starting back soon?
Pamela Smith: (11:35) Yes, in just a few moments. Thank you for your patience.
21Knowledge Morocco: (11:36) Ok many thanks
21Knowledge Morocco: (11:38) welcome back
Phil Buckingham: (12:34) Jonathan Historic costs were based on 500 applications - not 1930 applications
Fabro Steibel: (12:39) Hi Betsy
Alice Jansen: (12:41) The Competition & Consumer Choice review will meet at 13:00 UTC
Fabro Steibel: (12:41) ok
Alice Jansen: (14:20) Hi all - the RT is on a 10-minute break - we will reconvene at 14:30 UTC>
Alice Jansen: (14:20) Thanks!
Pamela Smith: (14:39) Hi, all. We are back! Thanks for waiting.
Aaron Pace | .Less: (14:53) <Comment> The biggest issue that consumers are dealing with over any TLD are abusive advertising practices. Everything that this group is trying to accomplish can be easily done through my work. Please take a look at it closer.
Aaron Pace | .Less: (14:58) The above comment was for Laureen K.
Alice Jansen: (15:00) Hi Aaron, I am afraid the CCT-RT is not taking questions /comments at this time as it is a working session. We do - however - encourage you to join the group today at 17:15 UTC - see https://meetings.icann.org/en/marrakech55/schedule/wed-cct-review for more information to relay comments/questions during Q&A. Alternatively, please send an email to input-to-cctrt@icann.org
Aaron Pace | .Less: (15:02) Ok, Thank you.
Alice Jansen: (15:13) The CCT-RT is now on a break and will reconvene at 15:30 UTC
Alice Jansen: (15:37) We are still on our break
Alice Jansen: (15:37) waiting for the next speaker
Alice Jansen: (15:37) apologies for the wait
Calvin Browne: (15:47) still waiting?
Eleeza Agopian: (15:47) YES
Eleeza Agopian: (15:47) whoa. Sorry for the all caps. Yes, we are still waiting.
Calvin Browne: (15:47) no problem
Alice Jansen: (16:16) @ remote participants - you can navigate through the slide-dec
Carlos Raul Gutierrez: (16:16) can we download this presentation to our pc?
Phil Buckingham: (16:16) thanks Alice
Eleeza Agopian: (16:19) Carlos -- yes, we'll add to the wiki for download.
Eleeza Agopian: (16:26) I've added the slides on this page:
https://community.icann.org/pages/viewpage.action?pageId=58727546
Alice Jansen: (16:40) @ Remote participants - we have lost power in the room. Our IT
is working on fixing it. Apologies for the inconvenince.
Calvin Browne: (16:42) ok - thats where sound went
Alice Jansen: (16:44) yes :-(
Calvin Browne: (16:53) sound back ;-)
Alice Jansen: (16:54) phew!
Phil Buckingham: (16:55) your back ! loud and clear !
Alice Jansen: (16:57) Thank you for joining our session - Please join us for the
engagement session starting at 17:15 UTC
https://meetings.icann.org/en/marrakech55/schedule/wed-cct-review